Materials

Deepen Comprehension and
Sharpen Critical Thinking

Student Edition (eTextbook available)
The student edition provides students with an anthology
of literary selections representing a variety of genres,
authors, and timelines so teachers can provide explicit
instruction for reading and engaging with different genres.
Many selections include engaging, exciting artwork to
evaluate. Each selection guides students through the
three stages of the reading process—effectively preparing
students for understanding before reading, helping them
to engage with content during reading, and encouraging
critical-thinking development and worldview shaping
after reading. This course can aid students in developing
discernment about different and potentially dangerous
philosophies.

Equip your students to analyze texts and identify themes in a
variety of genres so they can evaluate and connect literature
to the rest of the world. Literature 8, Making Connections in
Literature (4th edition), gives students the reading strategies
and literary skills they need to comprehend, analyze,
interpret, and compare texts of different genres. They will
evaluate both contemporary and classic selections and
complete a full-length novel study of Across Five Aprils.
Ultimately, this course encourages students to develop both
artistic and biblical discernment so they can be creative,
Christlike communicators.

Teacher Edition
The teacher edition provides a lesson pathway for guiding
students through each text and gives teachers tools to
discuss unit themes on a deeper level. The teaching cycle
in the teacher edition provides direction for engaging,
instructing, applying, and assessing lesson content. It offers
teachers a greater depth of analysis and evaluation to help
students develop a rounded, biblical understanding of
each selection. Additionally, it provides opportunities for
collaborative learning.

3D Textbook Render
How We Teach It
Close Reading with the Reading Process
As students follow the reading process, they will
accomplish close readings of each selection, learning
and using reading strategies that help them come
to a richer understanding of the selections, genres,
authors, and themes covered in this course.

Assessments, assessments answer keys, and resources on
Teacher Tools Online are also available.

Gradual Release of Responsibility
The teaching cycle in the teacher edition enables
teachers to encourage students to become
independent learners by progressing from wholeclass instruction to collaborative learning activities to
independent learning activities in each unit.

Contemporary Selections
In the student edition, students will find relevant,
contemporary selections balanced with notable classic
selections that they will find easy to engage with.

Modern and Classic Selections

Annotating Poetry
Simile:
and

Willow
Ginkgo
Author Eve Merriam
The willow is like an etching,
Fine-lined against the sky.
The ginkgo is like a crude sketch,
Hardly worthy to be signed.

Thematic Units
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The student edition organizes selections into six
themes. Literature selections within each unit help
students develop a cultural understanding of the
themes. General activities and Big Questions provide
natural opportunities for worldview shaping.

Anne
GreenGables
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4. Which tree seems to be
superior in every way?
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Author L. M. Montgomery
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5. What examples
of internal rhyme
are in this stanza?

Illustrator Ina Stanimirova

20

Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert are a brother and sister who own property known as Green Gables. Neither
of them has ever married, but now that they are getting older, they realize they need help managing the
fields. With the encouragement of neighbors, they decide to adopt a boy to help with the chores, but
when Matthew goes to the train station to pick up the orphan, he is surprised to discover a red-headed
girl waiting for him. Anne Shirley was orphaned at a young age and has since been passed from home to
home. Matthew decides he wants to keep Anne, but Marilla is harder to convince. Despite the warnings of
her neighbor Rachel Lynde, Marilla agrees to keep Anne. Anne quickly settles into Green Gables and even
makes friends with a neighbor girl name Diana. But Marilla struggles to train Anne, whose strong
personality and outspoken nature often get her into trouble.

6. What is the speaker’s
own attitude toward the
willow and ginkgo?

sleek: having an even, smooth
surface; glossy
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The willow’s music is like a soprano,
Delicate and thin.
The ginkgo’s tune is like a chorus
With everyone joining in.
The willow is sleek as a velvet-nosed calf;
The ginkgo is leathery as an old bull.
The willow’s branches are like silken thread;
The ginkgo’s like stubby rough wool.
The willow is like a nymph1 with streaming hair;
Wherever it grows, there is green and gold and fair.
The willow dips to the water,
Protected and precious, like the king’s favorite daughter.

4

The ginkgo forces its way through gray concrete;
Like a city child, it grows up in the street.
Thrust against the metal sky,
Somehow it survives and even thrives. 5
My eyes feast upon the willow,
But my heart goes to the ginkgo.

6

1. nymph: a mythological maiden inhabiting woods, hills, or bodies of water; a
lovely human girl or woman
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